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A B S T R A C T

The high volumetric energy density and easy storage capability of liquid hydrocarbons such as bio-diesel or
diesel are needed for power generation in several applications such as ships and isolated or rural areas which
only have limited access to other power grids. Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) can in theory utilize such fuels in
a high efficient manner, which could reduce greenhouse gas emissions and energy demand. However, SOFC
systems able to directly utilize diesel are rather complex to design and monitor, leading to several possible
causes of system lifetime reduction. To avoid an enhanced reduction of the system lifetime, the operating
conditions of all components must be optimized and monitored in detail. However, detailed monitoring and
identification of the cause of performance loss are challenging using conventional system monitoring methods.
Therefore, here we (i) show the concept and characterization of a SOFC system operating under steam- and
auto-thermal diesel reforming conditions, (ii) demonstrated the applicability of advanced methods to monitor
complex SOFC systems, which are applied on the 30 cell SOFC stack during system operation and (iii) analyzed
the efficiency potential of the SOFC within the developed system. The results present in this work are favorable
to accelerate commercialization.
1. Introduction

Increasing global energy demand and the necessity to reduce green-
house gas emissions are opposing behaviors that challenge today’s
society. The increasing share of sustainable energy sources is the major
step to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, but with increasing elec-
tric energy from wind and solar power some challenges still remain.
The generated electrical energy is challenging to store and release
on demand in large quantities. Hence, several possibilities to store
and release large quantities of electrical energy have been investi-
gated including: (i) mechanical, (ii) electrochemical, (iii) electrical, (iv)
thermochemical, (v) chemical, and (vi) thermal energy storage tech-
nologies [1]. One promising future energy storage technology could be
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solar fuels. Solar fuels are based on hydrogen and carbon monoxide,
which can be further processed to ammonia, or other hydrocarbons [2].
Solar fuels can be directly produced from sunlight by using photocatal-
ysis [3], photoelectrocatalysis, and thermochemical conversion [4].
Other ways of solar fuel production include fuel production from
biomass and electrolysis powered by a photovoltaic power station [4].
However, the direct use of sunlight to produce hydrogen suffers from
efficiencies mostly below 10% [5] whereas the utilization of solar
electrical energy in a high efficient solid oxide electrolyzer (SOE)
might be more promising. SOEs are able to generate not only hy-
drogen but also carbon monoxide or mixtures of both, which can be
used to generate fuels via the Fischer–Tropsch process. Demonstrated
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efficiencies of SOE operation combined with Fischer–Tropsch synthe-
sis are already up to 57.2% [6]. Another upcoming energy storage
technology are batteries, with lithium-ion batteries as most promising
technology due to their relatively high energy density, operating volt-
ages and fast charge rates compared to other batteries [7,8]. Due to
the critical material lithium, other battery types are also investigated
for large energy storage systems such as potassium based batteries [8],
sodium based batteries [9,10], and vanadium redox flow batteries [11].
However, the low volumetric energy density of batteries or hydrogen
is challenging for space or weight critical applications [12,13]. Such
applications can be ships [14], aircraft [15], or locations without good
connections to the gas and/or electricity grid due to their for example
geographic locations [16]. Stand-alone high efficient heat and power
generators might be therefore especially useful for greenhouses and
rural buildings. A high efficient and environmentally friendly energy
converter for fuels with relatively high volumetric energy densities such
as liquid hydrocarbons or ammonia is needed. An energy converter
with promising high efficiencies and no NOx emissions even for ammo-
nia utilization [17] is the solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC). The SOFC has
a high fuel flexibility and is able to utilize hydrogen, ammonia, and
hydrocarbons with high electrical efficiencies [18–20]. To use liquid
hydrocarbons such as bio-fuels or conventional liquid hydrocarbons
in SOFCs, sufficient fuel pretreatment, e.g. by reforming, is required
because the direct decomposition of hydrocarbons in the SOFC can lead
to severe and fast degradation of the fuel electrode [21–24].

The fuel pretreatment consists of at least a fuel reformer, but
can also include water gas shift (WGS) reactors, desulphurization, CO
purification, and CO2 capture chambers [24]. Steam reforming of diesel

ithout further reactors was successfully tested for 100 h with more
than 70% H2 in the dry reformer off gas [25]. Coking of the walls in
the fuel mixing and evaporation zones was observed in [26], marking
the necessity of good fuel evaporation. Another diesel reforming type,
partial oxidation (POx), was tested with around 25% H2 in the dry
reformer off gas [27]. The combination of partial oxidation and steam
reforming is called auto-thermal reforming. It delivers relatively high
H2 outputs without the need of continuous external heating. Auto-
thermal reactors seem to be the reforming of choice if it comes to
application for fuel cell/SOFC driven power supply units [28,29]. Auto-
thermal reforming without other reactors is intensively investigated by
Pasel et al. [23,30–32] with close to 40% H2 in the dry reformer off
gas. Potemkin et al. [33] reached around 30% H2 in the dry reformer
off gas. A more complex fuel pretreatment system consisting of an
auto-thermal reformer, water gas shift reactor, and fuel cell off-gas
burner to recover heat showed around 42% H2 in the dry WGS reactor
off gas [34]. However, hydrogen output or conversion performance
of catalysts can decrease if catalysts degrade due to several mecha-
nisms such as carbon deposition [21,26,33] or poisoning with trace
compounds [35]. Re-oxidation of non-noble metal catalysts, such as
Ni, could also lead to catalyst degradation. Catalysts used for diesel
reforming are mostly metal based such as Pt and Rh [25,32–34] or
Ni [26]. A review of catalyst materials for diesel reforming is given
in [28]. Direct coupling of the mentioned fuel pretreatment systems
with SOFCs seems to be suitable since SOFCs are able to directly utilize
H2, CO, and CH4, which are the main outputs of the reforming pro-
cesses. However, if SOFCs are directly supplied with reformed diesel,
several possibilities for performance loss of SOFCs still remain. Such
possibilities are (i) solid C deposition [21,36], (ii) Ni re-oxidation [37],
(iii) poisoning of the fuel electrode by fuel trace compounds such as
sulfur, chlorine, or other impurities [38–40] and (iv) damages due to
thermal stresses caused by reforming reactions taking place on the fuel
electrode [41,42]. A detailed review of degradation mechanisms for
SOFCs can be found in [43]. Due to the possibility of degradation of
diesel operated SOFC system components, a detailed monitoring is nec-
essary. The detailed monitoring and early detection and identification
of degradation mechanisms could help to change operating conditions
2

insitu, limit early performance loss, and prolong the lifetime of the a
system. For this purpose, the temperature profile along the reformer
catalyst can be measured and the SOFC can be monitored by measuring
the voltage and applying electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
measurements. Shifts in the temperature profile along the reformer
can indicate catalyst deactivation, but cannot give information about
the type of degradation [26]. More advanced monitoring methods for
catalysts are already reported, but are often challenging to imple-
ment [44–47]. Voltage monitoring of SOFCs is often applied, but can
also just give limited information about the degradation mechanism.
In contrast, EIS measurements and its advanced tool distribution of
relaxation times (DRT) are able to link observed degradation phenom-
ena to single processes. In addition, results of EIS measurements can
characterize the performance of the SOFC and the applied operating
conditions. However, to interpret EIS and DRT results, knowledge of the
general operating condition and previous conducted characterizations
are necessary. In case of diesel operated SOFC systems, only limited
information of influences on EIS data is available. To the authors best
knowledge, EIS measurements were only conducted for single cells
for diesel or similar fuels, as listed in the following. Lo Faro et al.
investigated operation of button cells, with an area of 2.5 cm2, with

coupled n-dodecane steam reformer by EIS and polarization curve
easurements [21,48]. A SOFC with an area of 50 × 50 mm2 was

characterized with EIS and polarization curve measurements with an
auto-thermal reformed biofuel surrogate in [49]. Direct operation of a
low temperature SOFC with a 3.9% iso-octane air mixture was investi-
gated by EIS and polarization curve measurements in [50]. Real diesel
operated systems seem to be only reportedly monitored by voltage and
power measurements. One example is an auxiliary power unit (APU)
consisting of a 30 cell stack in combination with a POx reformer. The
APU was found to deliver 420 W during a 4 h stable operation, but
only temperatures and the stack voltage are presented [51]. In [22], the
same APU is tested with focus on monitoring the reformer (temperature
distribution and gas composition), but only the system net power
and stack temperature are shown as characteristics for the SOFC. An
adiabatic reformer SOFC system with 2 stack modules is tested in [52].
The results only show stable operation of the stack module for 1 h and
5 min by monitoring the stack voltages at a constant current. Based
n this work, Nehter et al. presented the operation of a 50 kW diesel
perated SOFC system for nearly 2 h and 30 min. The SOFC operation
as reportedly monitored by voltage, power, and fuel utilization [14].
peration of an APU system for heavy duty trucks is demonstrated

n [53,54] without applying advanced online monitoring techniques
uch as electrochemical impedance spectroscopy to determine the state
f health of the SOFC. An unstable voltage and a fast voltage de-
rease can be observed in [54], but no information about the cause
s available.

In this study, we show the development and testing of a research
riendly diesel operated SOFC system. The diesel reforming unit is
nvestigated in preliminary diesel reforming tests to identify safe and
uitable operating conditions for the reforming process. After identi-
ying suitable diesel reforming conditions, the system with a 30 cell
OFC stack is operated with two different diesel reforming strategies,
hich are both characterized. The characterization measurements in-

lude voltage monitoring, SOFC off gas analysis, EIS measurements and
valuation by applying the DRT method. We successfully applied EIS
easurements and DRT analysis, which is the first reported time for

arge SOFC stacks in system application, to the best of the authors
nowledge. The gained data from EIS and DRT helped to identify
not ideal operating condition, which shows that high data quality

s achieved even if several system components might influence the
easurement. The presented results show the applicability of advanced
easurement techniques such as EIS to monitor even complex SOFC

ystems. These advanced measurement techniques enable precise sys-
em monitoring and can provide insights into the systems state of
ealth. This offers a possibility to apply appropriate counteractions

nd thus control the system operation stability, increase its reliability,
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and lifetime. In addition, the presented system is a first step towards
a stand-alone combined heat and power SOFC system operated with
liquid hydrocarbons with all necessary infrastructure already available.
Such systems are gaining more and more attention to decentralize the
power supply without high losses in efficiency [55,56]. Therefore, the
developed system may be useful to further investigate online moni-
toring of systems and operation of SOFCs with liquid hydrocarbons.
However, still improvements especially for online monitoring and op-
erating point characterization have to be done. The results shown in
this study give detailed information about the system behavior under
different operating conditions, occurring changes, and their impact on
EIS and DRT results. In addition, an efficiency analysis and discussion
is done to present the capabilities of SOFC systems operated with liquid
hydrocarbons.

2. Experimental

This section is about the design of the diesel operated SOFC system,
the used components, and testing conditions. It is split into 3 separate
parts: (i) the design and description of the developed SOFC system, (ii)
the tested SOFC stack, and (iii) the applied testing conditions.

2.1. Diesel operated SOFC system design

Within this section, the system to operate the 30 cell SOFC stack
with auto-thermally reformed diesel is described. The systems piping
and instrumentation diagram (P&ID) scheme with most sensors and
actuators is shown in Fig. 1(a). The presented system is designed in a
way that temperatures of the mixing chamber, reformer, SOFC stack,
and catalytic burner are easily controllable and the components are
easily exchangeable. Due to this design decision, it should be possible
to gain detailed measurements and study different fuels, catalysts and
SOFC stacks with the overall same system. Unfortunately, the reachable
net system efficiency is reduced by the more modular and research
friendly design. A picture of the built system is shown in Fig. 1(b). The
different sections marked in Fig. 1(b) show the fuel mixing and evap-
oration chamber (1), the reformer (2), the furnace in which the SOFC
stack is placed (3), the electric load and EIS impedance measurement
equipment (4), the control cabinet, (5) and the heat buffer storage (6),
which is integrated in a heating circuit to be able to simulate the use
of the exhaust gas heat.

The main components of the presented diesel operated SOFC system
are the (i) fuel (diesel) supply, (ii) steam supply, (iii) air supply, (iv)
fuel mixing and evaporation chamber, (v) reformer, (vi) SOFC stack,
(vii) catalytic burner, and (viii) gas-water heat exchanger. In addition,
a hydrogen supply is installed to prevent damage of the catalyst and/or
the SOFC stack due to a steam or fuel supply malfunction. In the
presented tests, hydrogen is also used to heat up the system and reduce
the catalyst and the stack. During switching to diesel operation, the
hydrogen supply is switched off. The hydrogen supply line of the
system consists of a hydrogen storage (bottle containing compressed
hydrogen and a pressure reducer), a ball valve, a ball-flow meter where
the hydrogen flow is set to 2 slpm, and a magnetic valve to enable
utomated switching on or off of the hydrogen supply.

The fuel (diesel) supply was realized with a flow regulating pump
nd a membrane pulsation dampener. Downstream of the pulsation
ampener, a check valve, a filter (250 𝜇m pore size), a magnetic valve
s well as temperature, and pressure sensors were integrated. The fuel is
njected into the mixing chamber through a spray nozzle with a nozzle
iameter of 0.2 mm and a spray angle of 60◦.

Deionized water was used to supply the fuel mixing chamber with
team necessary for the auto-thermal reforming reaction and to flush
he fuel nozzle to avoid coking within the nozzle during heat-up and
ool-down procedures. The deionized water is sucked through a filter
y a flow controlled pump. Downstream of the pump, the water flows
ither through an additional filter (250 𝜇m pore size) and a magnetic
3

valve to flush the fuel nozzle or to the steam generator. The steam
generator consists of (i) a magnetic valve, (ii) a check valve, (iii) a
pressure relief valve, (iv) a vaporizer and superheater, (v) a heated
buffer volume, (vi) a pneumatic needle valve, and several temperature
and pressure sensors.

For compressed air supply, the central air compressor of the lab-
oratory, where the system is placed, is used. The pressure of the
compressed air is reduced to 7 bar absolute and filtered through a three-
stage air filter. The compressed air passes manual valves and is used to
supply the pneumatic needle valve and air cooling units, e.g. used for
the off-gas led to the gas analyzer and flame ionization detector (FID).
However, the main part of the compressed air is used to supply the
reformer, the SOFC stack, and the catalytic burner. The air mass flow
to all of the three mentioned components is controlled by mass flow
controllers (MFCs). In addition, several temperature sensors, an air pre-
heating for the reformer and the stack, a magnetic valve to switch the
air supply of all MFCs and an additional magnetic valve for the reformer
air supply are integrated in the air supply line. The air preheating is
done with an electrical heating cartridge.

The fuel mixing and evaporation chamber is one of the critical
components of the system and several studies have been conducted in
literature to find suitable geometries and operation conditions [25,28,
57–59]. The difficulty in the mixing of steam, fuel, and air is especially
given if diesel is used as fuel, since the ignition temperature of diesel in
air at stoichiometric conditions ( ∼ 220 ◦C) is lower than the upper limit
of the evaporation range (160 ◦C–390 ◦C) [60–62]. Latter can lead to
unwanted self-ignition of the mixture upstream of the reformer. Other
challenges that can occur are (i) coking of the nozzle, (ii) coking on the
mixing chamber walls, and (iii) insufficient fuel evaporation. The fuel
mixing chamber in the presented system is an adaption of the final used
model in [58]. In this design, steam enters the fuel mixing chamber
at a temperature of 400 ◦C and is led around the fuel nozzle. Air is
added tangentially into the mixing chamber downstream of the fuel
injection at a temperature of around 300 ◦C. Although, the temperatures
of steam and air in the mixing chamber are above the stated self-
ignition temperature of diesel in air, self-ignition was not observed
because the self-ignition temperature increases with increasing steam
concentrations and decreasing air-fuel ratios [63–65].

The reformer is placed downstream of the fuel mixing unit and
consists of a kind of cyclone separation at the inlet to avoid that not
evaporated particles are deposited on the catalyst because they could
degrade the catalyst as described in [28,60]. The main reactor consists
of four parallel tubes, each with a length of 590 mm and an inner
diameter of 21 mm. In these tubes, an inert bulk (length of 50 mm),
platinum catalysts (0.5 % on 2.7–3.3 mm alumina pellets) (length of
50 mm), and Ni catalysts (length of 490 mm) are placed. Two of the four
parallel reforming tubes are equipped with five thermocouples (type N)
each. The first thermocouple is placed 67 mm downstream of the inlet
and the other thermocouples are placed with a distance of 114 mm
between them. Temperatures and pressures are additionally measured
at the reformer in- and outlet. The reformer tubes are heated with two
separately controllable heating sleeves, one for the inlet half and one
for the outlet half of the reformer. The reformer and all parts outside
of the SOFC stack furnace are insulated with high temperature resistant
fleece (BCTEX).

The SOFC stack is supplied directly with the outlet gas of the
reformer and pre-heated compressed air. It is placed inside a furnace.
The furnace is also used to heat the reforming gas and air to stack
temperature (750 ◦C). The SOFC stack temperature is monitored at
the gas and air in and outlets and four thermocouples (type N) are
placed within the stack housing close to the stack at different corners.
The stack is electrically connected to an electrical load and impedance
analyzer to conduct polarization curve and EIS measurements. The
impedance analyzer consists of a signal generator and a data acquisition
unit. The EIS is measured with the same method as described in [66].

Between the SOFC stack and the electrical load, a relay is used with
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Fig. 1. (a) P&ID scheme and (b) picture of the developed diesel powered SOFC system.
a separate voltage sensor to disconnect the SOFC stack if the voltage
drops below the voltage limit (21 V) for a certain time (500 ms). More
information about the SOFC stack can be found in Section 2.2.

The fuel and air off gas of the SOFC stack are led to a catalytic
burner, in which platinum catalysts (0.5 % on 2.7–3.3 mm alumina
pellets) are placed. In addition to the air stream of the SOFC stack,
a cold air stream was added to the catalytic burning unit for cooling
purposes. Within the shown tests, the gas analyzer from ABB (modules
4

SCC-C, SCC-F and AO2020) and the FID (FID 2010T-NMHC) from
TESTA GmbH are connected to the fuel off gas of the SOFC stack. Since
the continuous gas measurements influence the catalytic burner and the
heat transferred in the gas-water heat exchanger, these two parts are
not further described in this work.

The whole diesel operated SOFC system was controlled by an in
house developed control software on a programmable logic controller.
The developed control system is able to handle 84 different sensors and
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Table 1
Flow rates for presented operating points.

Name Diesel H2O Air to reformer Air to SOFC Air to catalytic burner
– in ml(lq) min−1 in ml(lq) min−1 in slpm in slpm in slpm

OPlow 4.41 5.36 (5.36) 13.7 – –
OPmed. low 6.51 7.91 (8.63) 20.2 – –
OPmed. high 7.83 9.51 (13.20) 24.3 – –
OPhigh 11.64 14.14 (21.45) 36.2 – –

SR 4.41 14.14 0 55 87
ATR 4.41 14.14 13.7 55 58
o
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actuators, most of the sensors and actuators are shown in Fig. 1(a). The
control system further communicates with a greenhouse control system
from Inkoa Sistemas S.L., which is able to control heaters and artificial
lightning of a greenhouse.

2.2. SOFC stack

The 30 cell SOFC stack integrated and tested in the diesel operated
SOFC system was bought from Ningbo SOFCMAN Energy Technol-
ogy Co. Ltd. (SOFCMAN-SCS2000). The stack was delivered in a self-
compressed configuration. It has a nominal output power of 2 kW and
consists of 30 single anode supported cells. Each cell has an active
cell area of around 144 cm2 and consists of a Ni-YSZ (yttria-stabilized
zirconia) anode, a YSZ electrolyte, a LSCF (lanthanum strontium cobalt
ferrite) - GDC (gadolinium doped ceria) cathode, and a GDC interlayer
between the cathode and the electrolyte. The interconnectors and end
plates of the stack consist of SUS430 stainless steel. The stack is
operated in cross-flow configuration and has an open air outlet, which
made it necessary to develop a separate stack housing to collect the
outlet air flow and led it to the catalytic burner. The fuel gas inlet and
outlet, as well as the air inlet are integrated in the stack design and can
be accessed via tubes welded on one end plate.

2.3. Testing conditions

The diesel operated SOFC system was tested in several steps and the
diesel reforming tests and the final system tests are presented in this
work. The preliminary diesel reforming tests were conducted with four
different operating points, which all have the same steam to carbon
ratio (H2O/C = 1.13) and oxygen to carbon ratio (O2/C = 0.49),
see Table 1. However, during the initial diesel reforming tests, a local
hot spot was discovered at the inlet of the reformer, which led to self-
ignition of the gas mixture upstream of the reformer. As a solution to
this problem, the steam flow rate is automatically adapted to control
the reformer inlet temperature. Latter led to increased steam flow rates
for operating points OPmed. low- OPhigh, see values in parenthesis in
Table 1. To definitely avoid changing steam amounts during SOFC
operation to gain reasonable EIS measurements, the operating points
were adapted and the operating points SR and ATR from Table 1 are
used to test the whole system. These points are a mixture of OPlow and
he steam flow rate of OPhigh.

The operating points were checked for theoretical carbon formation
nd Ni re-oxidation by calculating the limits for carbon formation and
i re-oxidation and drawing the limits and operating points in a C-H-
ternary diagram, see Fig. 2. To draw the fuel compositions in the

ernary diagram, the fuel is analyzed for its composition of C (85.32
eight%), H (13.94 weight%), O (0.62 weight%), 𝑁 (0.11 weight%),

and S (5.9 mg/kg) at the Institute of Chemistry at the University of
Graz. The previously discussed increase of the steam flow rate for
OPmed. low to OPhigh in Table 1 changes these compositions towards
H2O, see Fig. 2 (OPlow-OPhigh increased H2O).

Previous to the conducted tests presented in this paper, the diesel
perated reformer or the SOFC system are prepared according to the
ollowing steps: (i) mechanical and thermal cleaning or replacing of
oiled tubes, (ii) tightness tests of the tubing (iii) inserting new commer-
ial available catalysts and the commercial available SOFC according
5

to the description in Section 2.1, (iv) calibration and/or testing of
all used sensors (temperature, pressure, voltage, current), pumps, flow
controllers and measurement devices (gas analyzer and FID), and (v)
checking the spray pattern, pressure loss, and fuel flow through the
fuel nozzle. All chemical active parts (catalysts and the SOFC stack)
are replaced before the presented tests and are commercially available.
The volume of the bulks in the reformer are specified in Section 2.1,
leading to minimization of subjective influence on the test preparation.

3. Results and discussion

The results section of this work is divided into preliminary diesel
reforming tests and the proof of concept of the system operation. The
preliminary diesel reforming tests were conducted before the reforming
unit was connected to the other parts of the developed system. This
is done to avoid fast and severe system degradation due to possible
insufficient reforming of the fuel mixture caused by control errors or
not optimized operating conditions.

3.1. Preliminary reforming tests

Within this section, the diesel reforming tests, which were con-
ducted before the system tests, are presented and discussed. To monitor
the diesel reforming process, the temperature profiles and the dry
reformer off-gas composition are continuously measured. The reformer
off-gas composition was further compared with chemical equilibrium
calculations for the tested gas composition and reforming temperature.
The diesel reforming tests were done using the same system as pre-
sented in Fig. 1(a), except that the reformer off-gas was directly cooled
down and led to the gas analyzer, the FID and in the exhaust gas
ventilation.

The temperature profile is measured along two of four reformer
tubes continuously during the diesel reforming experiments. The tem-
poral average temperature profile of these tubes is shown in Fig. 3(a)–
3(d). In addition, the mean temperature of the reformer tubes (tube
1: Tref, tube 1(1) - Tref, tube 1(5), tube 3: Tref, tube 3(1) - Tref, tube 3(5))
ver time is shown in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f). The reformer inlet temper-
ture upstream of the reformer (Tref, entry) is controlled to not exceed
00 ◦C by adjusting the steam flow rate. As shown in Figs. 3(a) and
(b), the average temperature at the reformer inlet is below the set
aximum of 700 ◦C for all tested gas compositions. The two heating

leeves around the reformer tubes are controlled by Tref, tube 1(2) and
ref, tube 1(5), respectively, and the target temperature is set to 800 ◦C.
local hot spot is observed in tube 1 at Tref, tube 1(4), see Fig. 3(a).

y comparing the temperature at this location during the tests, with
he temperature measured before operation with diesel (operation with
ydrogen and steam), see Fig. 3(c), it seems that the local hot spot
riginates from non-ideal located heating sleeves and is not influenced
y other processes. To ensure that no other processes are responsible for
he hot spot, the relative temperature distribution is used. The relative
emperature 𝛥𝑇𝑖 distributions in the tubes 1 and 3, Figs. 3(c) and
(d), respectively, is calculated by subtracting the temporal average
emperature at the measurement position i of steam and hydrogen
peration 𝑇 (H , H O) from the temporal average temperature at
𝑖,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 2 2
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Fig. 2. (a) Calculated C-H-O ternary diagram and (b) detail view of the area where the tested gas compositions are located.
the measurement position i of the individual operating points (OPlow -
OPhigh) 𝑇𝑖,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(diesel reforming), see Eq. (1).

𝛥𝑇𝑖 =

∑𝑛
𝑗=1 𝑇𝑖,𝑗 (diesel reforming)

𝑛
−

∑𝑚
𝑘=1 𝑇𝑖,𝑘(H2, H2O)

𝑚
= 𝑇𝑖,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(diesel reforming) − 𝑇𝑖,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(H2, H2O) (1)

Hence, mainly temperature changes caused by chemical reactions
are visible in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). The temporal average temperature
in Eq. (1) is calculated as the sum of measurement values during
the specific time intervals (e.g. ∑𝑛

𝑗=1 𝑇𝑖,𝑗 (diesel reforming)) divided
by the number of measurement values in the specific time interval
(𝑛, 𝑚). The relative temperature distribution shows no big differ-
ences between the tubes, which leads to the conclusion that the
reforming reactions are also similar in both tubes. Hence, the flow
rate through both tubes should be similar. However, three reaction
zones along the reforming reactor can be identified. The first one
from Tref, entry to Tref, tube 1(1)/Tref, tube 3(1) (tube 1/tube 3) is dom-
inated by the exothermal partial oxidation reaction, visible in high
relative temperatures and rising absolute temperatures. Within the
partial oxidation reaction zone, higher total volume flows lead to
higher temperatures, which is related to the higher ratio of gen-
erated heat to heat losses. The second reaction zone reaches from
Tref, tube 1(1)/Tref, tube 3(1) to Tref, tube 1(4)/Tref, tube 3(4). Within this
zone, temperatures below the temperature of hydrogen and steam oper-
ation are observed. Latter leads to the conclusion that the endothermic
steam reforming reaction is dominant in this section. Within the third
section, Tref, tube 1(4)/Tref, tube 3(4) to Tref, out, the absolute temperature
decreases, but the relative temperature rises. Hence, this section might
be influenced by the water gas shift reaction and the additional heating.

The results of the gas analysis and FID measurements of the prelimi-
nary diesel reforming tests are shown in Fig. 4. They are compared with
the calculated chemical equilibrium gas composition at the temporal
average mean temperature of the reformer. The chemical equilibrium
of the fuel mixture is calculated with the diesel fuel modeled as a
mixture of C11H10 (0.2 mol%) and C16H34 (0.8 mol%). This modeled
fuel composition has the same H/C ratio as the analyzed fuel and it
is used for all calculations within this work. The chemical equilibrium
calculations in this work are done with the software HSC Chemistry.
The sum of hydrocarbons for the calculated equilibrium composition
consists of more than 99.9999% of methane but other hydrocarbons
6

Table 2
Calculated flow rates from gas analysis measurements presented in Fig. 4.

Name H2 CO CO2 N2
– in slpm in slpm in slpm in slpm

OPlow 8.4 3.9 2.1 10.8
OPmed. low 10.9 5.4 3.0 16.0
OPmed. high 11.9 5.8 3.4 19.2
OPhigh 18.6 9.7 4.7 28.6

such as C2H6 and C2H4 are also taken into account for the chemical
equilibrium calculations. Moreover, the possibility for solid carbon
formation is also considered in the equilibrium calculations. The gas
analysis and FID results are temporal average values and the shown
error bars are the standard deviations of the temporal averages. Across
all tested operating points, a good agreement between the measured
and equilibrium gas composition was observed. The sum of hydro-
carbons including methane, is measured with the FID and was below
200 ppm(vol) for OPlow to OPmed. high. Only OPhigh showed a higher
hydrocarbon slip with more than 600 ppm(vol). The calculated flow
rates of the dry reformer off gases based on the mass balance of the
reformer and the measured dry gas composition are shown in Table 2.
Within these experiments OPhigh reached approximately 2.3 times the
flow rate of CO and H2 of OPlow, which is equivalent to a partial load
of around 43% for OPlow if OPhigh is defined as full load case.

Differences visible between the measured and equilibrium gas com-
position for OPmed. low to OPhigh in Fig. 4 seem to be explainable by
insufficient water-gas shift reaction. The higher percentage of H2 in
OPlow could be caused by slight pressure fluctuations in the fuel supply,
which could lead to changed fuel flow rates.

3.2. System operation

In this section, the system operation with diesel is investigated with
focus laid on fuel reforming and SOFC characterization during short
term tests. The section is split into three parts. In the first part, the
fuel reforming process is investigated, the second part is about the
characterization of the SOFC, and the last part is about the SOFC
efficiency and utilization rates.
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3.2.1. Reforming
In this section, the diesel reforming process during the SOFC sys-

tem test is investigated. Here, the temperature distribution along the
reformer for the different operating points and the mean reformer tem-
peratures over time are presented in the same style as in Section 3.1.

The temporal average absolute temperature distribution of reformer
tube 1 and 3 are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), respectively. The
local hot spot, which was present in the preliminary diesel reforming
tests, see Fig. 3, was avoided by rearranging the heating sleeves. The
control temperature had to be reduced for the system tests from initial
800 ◦C (as in the preliminary tests) to 780 ◦C due to internal shorts of
he heating sleeves at higher temperatures. In contrast to the operat-
ng points applied for the preliminary diesel reforming test, not only
uto-thermal reforming compositions were used, but one auto-thermal
omposition was compared with one steam reforming composition.
7

r

The investigated steam reforming composition is always used as an
intermediate step during the automated heat up procedure. As shown in
Fig. 5, the control temperature of 780 ◦C is not reached at Tref, tube 1(2),
nly for Tref, tube 1(5), since approximately 854 W would be needed
o reach equilibrium conditions at 780 ◦C for steam reforming and
eating sleeves with 2 × 700 W are installed along the reformer.
he heat input is evenly distributed along the reformer, which leads
o lower temperatures at the reformer inlet and approximately the
ontrol temperature at the reformer outlet. The relative temperature
istribution (reforming temperature distribution minus temperature
istribution with H2/H2O operation) reveals a decreasing tempera-
ure from Tref, tube 1(1)/Tref, tube 3(1) to Tref, tube 1(3)/ Tref, tube 3(3) and
ownstream of Tref, tube 1(3)/Tref, tube 3(3), the temperature rises again,
ee Figs. 5(c) and 5(d). The rise in relative temperature is explained by
ncreasing amount of added heat, a decreasing influence of the steam

eforming reaction and the exothermal water gas shift reaction. The
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Fig. 4. • Measured (mean and standard deviation) and • calculated chemical equilibrium dry gas composition downstream of the reformer.
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relative temperature decrease at the reformer inlet seems to be mainly
caused by an insufficient heating and locally concentrated endothermal
diesel steam reforming reactions. During auto-thermal reforming con-
ditions, the temperature distribution along the reformer shows values
close to the control temperature of 780 ◦C for both control elements
(Tref, tube 1(2) and Tref, tube 1(5)), see Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). The reformer
nlet temperature (Tref, entry) is cooler as it was for the preliminary
ests with the same diesel and air flow rates. This is likely the case
ecause of the increased steam flow which reduces the impact of
he partial oxidation reaction. However, it is still visible, especially
n the relative temperature distribution, that the partial oxidation
eaction is taking place around Tref, tube 1(1)/Tref, tube 3(1), where the
latinum catalyst is placed. The endothermal steam reforming reac-
ion seems to be dominant between Tref, tube 1(1)/Tref, tube 3(1) and
ref, tube 1(3)/Tref, tube 3(3). Downstream of Tref, tube 1(3)/Tref, tube 3(3),
he additional heating and water gas shift reaction is visible. The same
eaction zones and similar relative temperature distributions observed
or the preliminary diesel reforming tests and the system test indicate
reproducible reforming process.

The dynamic behavior of the diesel reformer during the system test
s visible in the mean reformer temperature over time, see Figs. 5(e)
nd 5(f). Both steam and auto-thermal diesel reforming showed a stable
emperature after 40 min of operation. Even so, auto-thermal reforming
tarting from the cooler steam reforming temperature distribution,
hile steam reforming is switched on after H2 and H2O operation.
till, the average reformer temperature had clearly less fluctuations for
uto-thermal reforming compared to steam reforming.

.2.2. SOFC characterization
In this section, the behavior of the SOFC stack operated with steam

nd auto-thermally reformed diesel is investigated. For this purpose,
he SOFC off-gas is continuously analyzed with a gas analyzer and FID,
olarization curves are measured, electrochemical impedance spec-
roscopy is conducted, and the advanced tool of distribution of relax-
tion times is applied.

The temporal average gas analysis of points where the current
as held constant is shown in Fig. 6. In Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), the dry
as composition of the steam reforming operation is shown for the
ncreasing current ramp and decreasing current ramp, respectively.
uring the current increase, Fig. 6(a), the measured dry gas com-
osition downstream of the SOFC stack is close to the equilibrium
omposition at the control temperature of the SOFC stack of 750 ◦C.
hile decreasing the current step by step, a bigger deviation between

he measured gas composition and equilibrium composition is visible
bove 200 mA cm−2. This deviation could be caused by a fuel flow
ariation indicated by a fluctuation of the fuel nozzle pressure which
8

s observed in the respective time range. Continued reduction of the
urrent density lead to a further approach of the measured gas compo-
ition and the equilibrium composition. The gas analysis after a SOFC
utton cell operated with auto-thermally reformed liquid hydrocarbons
resented by Siefert et al. [49] also shows a gas composition close to
he calculated chemical equilibrium.

The gas analysis of the auto-thermal gas composition is shown in
igs. 6(c) and 6(d) for an increasing and decreasing current ramp,
espectively. The measured gas compositions shows lower percentages
f H2 and CO2, but higher percentages of CO and N2. This suggests

that parts of the deviation can be explained by an incomplete water
gas shift reaction. Another possibility is the not completed reforming
of hydrocarbons. However, the sum of hydrocarbons measured during
auto-thermal reforming is beneath 200 ppm(vol) for all applied elec-
trical currents. Comparing auto-thermal reforming to steam reforming
while decreasing the current (Fig. 6(d) compared to 6(b)), no similar
deviations as in Fig. 6(b) are found and also no fluctuations of the fuel
nozzle pressure are observed. Hence, the more stable operation during
auto-thermal reforming, which was observed in Section 3.2.1, is also
present in the gas analysis downstream of the SOFC.

The polarization curve of the SOFC stack is measured according to
the gas analysis data during ramping the current of the SOFC stack up
and down. Due to possible local temperature deviations within the 30
cell stack, potential micro-structural changes of the cells at the highest
current densities and possible slight fluctuations in the fuel supply,
the curves are not fitting perfectly and are shown for all four cases
(ATR and SR during ramping current up and down) in Figs. 6(e) and
6(f). The temperature deviation of the SOFC (mean of TSOFC, fuel in,
TSOFC(2), and TSOFC, fuel out) during measuring the polarization curves
stayed within 9 K for all measurements except for ramping down the
current under SR conditions. There the lowest temperature, which is
measured at the lowest current, is 22 K below the highest temperature,
which is measured at the highest current. It should also be mentioned
here that the stack is implemented in a diesel operated system and
several system components can influence the stack voltage. In Fig. 6(e),
only the raw, continuous measured parts of the polarization curves are
shown and, in Fig. 6(f), only the mean values of the current steps and
the standard deviation of the voltages at these steps are shown. For
steam reforming, the current is increased up to 347 mA cm−2. At this
point, a pressure fluctuation in the diesel nozzle likely resulted in a
reduction in fuel flow rate, which was already observed in Fig. 6. The
fuel fluctuation likely caused a voltage decrease from initially nearly
24 V (SR current up) to less than 22 V (SR current down), see Fig. 6(e).
The voltage degradation vanished while holding the SOFC stack at
208 mA cm−2 during decreasing the current and from there on, the
polarization curves are nearly identical.
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Fig. 5. Average temperature distribution along the reformer: (a) absolute temperature of tube 1, (b) absolute temperature of tube 3. (c) Relative temperature of tube 1, (d) relative
emperature of tube 3. Mean reformer temperature over time for (e) tube 1 and (f) tube 3 for — SR and — ATR.
During operation with the auto-thermal gas composition, the SOFC
tack was loaded up to 243 mA cm−2. At 243 mA cm−2, the voltage

decreased from initially 22 V (ATR current up) to 21 V (ATR current
down) and stayed at this level, see Fig. 6(e). Non ideal gas distribution
in the 30 cell stack and the low stack voltage could have led to some
individual cell voltages dropping below the limit of 0.7 V, which could
have caused this change in voltage. No direct operational reasons are
found in the sensor data of the system, but the voltage drop will be
discussed in more detail in the following EIS and DRT evaluation.

The electrochemical impedance spectra of the stack are measured at
different current levels while ramping the current down. For ATR op-
erating conditions, EIS measurements are conducted at 208.3 mA cm−2

before increasing the current to 243 mA cm−2 (ATR 01 208.3 mA cm−2)
and after decreasing the current from 243 mA cm−2 (ATR 02
9

208.3 mA cm−2). In Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), the raw data of the measured
impedance spectra which passes the Kramers–Kronigtest with less than
5% deviation are shown. The data presented lies in the frequency range
between 0.5 Hz to 1 kHz. In addition to the raw measurement data,
the back-calculated impedance data from the DRT spectra are shown
to qualitatively verify the agreement of the measurement data and the
DRT fit. A good agreement between the raw measurement data and
the back-calculation from the DRT spectra is shown for all curves even
so the same DRT parameter are used for all spectra to make them
comparable. Only the measured impedance for ATR at 99 mA cm−2

shows kind of a discontinuity in the low frequency arc, see Fig. 7(b).
For this case, the low frequency peak (PLF) of the DRT spectrum has
to be interpreted carefully. It has to be considered, that other system

components could also influence the EIS measurements.
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Fig. 6. Measured dry gas composition and calculated chemical equilibrium dry gas composition over current density for (a) SR current ramp up, (b) SR current ramp down, (c)
ATR current ramp up, (d) ATR current ramp down downstream of the SOFC stack, and polarization curves measured for (e) continuously changing currents and (f) mean voltage
with standard deviation for steady currents.
The EIS curves measured during SR operation, see Fig. 7(a), show
similar ohmic resistances, between 0.79 Ω cm2 and 0.85 Ω cm2 for
the current densities between 312.5 mA cm−2 and 201.4 mA cm−2. The
ohmic resistance of SR at 99 mA cm−2 is 0.96 Ω cm2, which is slightly
higher compared to measurements at other current densities. Latter
could be caused by local temperature decreases within the SOFC stack.
However, the change in ohmic resistance does not seem to be the
main influencing factor for the changing cell performance observed
in the polarization curves in Figs. 6(e) and 6(f) for operation with
SR. Otherwise, SR at 312.5 mA cm−2 would show the highest ohmic
resistance because the highest voltage deviation between ramping the
current up and down is observed at this current density. Compared to
operation with SR, operation with ATR shows in total higher and more
changing ohmic resistances, see Fig. 7(b). The lowest ohmic resistance
is observed for ATR 01 at 208.3 mA cm−2 (1.06 Ω cm2), which is
measured while ramping the current up. The highest ohmic resistance is
observed for ATR 02 at 208.3 mA cm−2 (1.66 Ω cm2), which is measured
while ramping the current down from 243.1 mA cm−2. The different
10
ohmic resistances at the same current density before and after drawing
a current of 243.1 mA cm−2 seems to be one cause of the voltage drop
observed in the polarization curves in Figs. 6(e) and 6(f). The following
measurements at 201.4 mA cm−2 and at 99 mA cm−2 at ATR conditions
show a reduction of the ohmic resistance towards the initial resistance
of the measurement ATR 01 at 208.3 mA cm−2, see Fig. 7(b). This
trend is also observed in the polarization curve measurements shown
in Figs. 6(e) and 6(f), where the deviation of the polarization curves
decreases towards lower current densities.

The polarization resistance of the EIS spectra is visible in Figs. 7(c)
and 7(d) for operation with SR and ATR, respectively. In these figures,
the polarization resistance of the back-calculated EIS spectra from DRT
are visible. Due to too noisy signals below 0.5 Hz, a direct interpre-
tation of measurement data has to be done with care, but due to the
good fit of the DRT back-calculation, see Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), it seems as
the same trends are visible for measurement and back-calculation. For
operation with SR, the polarization resistance seems to be dependent
on the current density or fuel utilization, as also observed in [67]. A
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Fig. 7. (a) and (b) show a zoom on the measurement data and the mean temperature of the SOFC stack along the EIS measurement (c) and (d) show the whole area of the
Nyquist plots of (◦) measured EIS and (–) from DRT back-calculated EIS. (e) and (f) show the DRT spectra. (a), (c), and (e) refer to operating at SR conditions, (b), (d), and (f)
refer to operating at ATR conditions.
dependency of the polarization resistance on the current density is also
visible for operation with ATR. In addition, the polarization resistance
increased from ATR 01 at 208.3 mA cm−2 (4.48 Ω cm2) to ATR 02 at
208.3 mA cm−2 (4.88 Ω cm2). Overall, the Nyquist plots reveal higher
losses for operation with ATR compared to operation with SR, which
results in the reduced power output observed in Figs. 6(e) and 6(f).

For a more detailed evaluation of the EIS data, the DRT tool is
applied and the resulting DRT spectra are presented in Figs. 7(e) and
7(f) for operation with SR and ATR, respectively. Three peaks, a low
frequency peak (PLF), a medium high frequency peak (PMHF), and a
high frequency peak (PHF), are mainly visible for the DRT spectra in the
observed frequency range with a fourth peak (PMLF) in the medium low
frequency range merging with PLF. All three observed peaks are higher
under ATR conditions compared to SR conditions, resulting in higher
losses under ATR conditions, which is consistent with the Nyquist plots
and polarization curves investigated previously. For interpretation of
DRT spectra, literature data and additional information of operating
conditions are necessary. However, since no EIS measurements or DRT
11
analysis for diesel operated SOFC stack systems are available in the
literature, to the best of the authors knowledge, other comparable
studies and additional applied measurement methods are used for the
interpretation of the DRT spectra. In the DRT spectra for SR operation,
Fig. 7(e), the low frequency peaks seem to be mainly influenced by
the current density. The increasing current density causes (i) increasing
product concentration [68,69], (ii) increasing losses due to gas dif-
fusion and conversion in the fuel electrode substrate [38,68,70,71],
and (iii) increasing losses due to O2 diffusion and surface exchange
processes in the air electrode [70,72,73]. All of the mentioned losses are
observed at a frequency range between 100 Hz and 101 Hz, the same
range where PLF is located. The same effects also apply to PLF at ATR
conditions in Fig. 7(f). The observed increase of PLF in Fig. 7(f) from
ATR 01 at 208.3 mA cm−2 to ATR 02 at 208.3 mA cm−2 might be caused
by operation at low voltages and high current densities, as described in
the discussion of the polarization curves in Figs. 6(e) and 6(f). These
operating conditions could have led to local fuel starvation which can
cause re-oxidation of the Ni based fuel electrode. Re-oxidation of the
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fuel electrode during operation of a cell with reformed diesel is also
observed in [37]. The re-oxidation would explain the increase in ohmic
resistance due to worse conductivity of NiO compared to Ni and the
larger volume of NiO hinders gas diffusion processes, leading to an
increase of the polarization resistance and PLF.

The medium low frequency peaks PMLF, which are not clearly
separated from PLF, are located around 5 Hz and follow the same
rend as PLF for SR conditions. However, the DRT spectrum of ATR
t 99 mA cm−2 shows only a medium low frequency peak without a
ow frequency peak. This seems to be the case due to the discontinuity
n the measured EIS spectrum. Nevertheless, ATR at 99 mA cm−2 in
ig. 7(f) follows the overall same trend for decreasing losses as SR at
9 mA cm−2 in Fig. 7(e).

The medium high frequency peaks PMHF are located between 50 Hz
nd 200 Hz and, according to literature it could be influenced by (i)
changing steam partial pressure at the fuel electrode [68,69], (ii) O2
iffusion and surface exchange processes at the air electrode [70,72,
3], and (iii) O2 surface exchange kinetics and O2- diffusivity in the
ir electrode bulk [38]. PMHF shows higher amplitudes only for ATR
2 at 208.3 mA cm−2 and ATR at 201.4 mA cm−2. However, the high
requency peaks PHF are higher compared to PMHF and are located at
round 103 Hz. Possible influences of PHF are, according to literature,
i) charge transfer and ionic conduction processes in the fuel elec-
rode [70,73,74], (ii) SOFC temperature [69], (iii) gas diffusion coupled
ith charge transfer and ionic transport in the fuel electrode [38],
nd (iv) electron transfer between the air electrode and the current
ollector [72]. Laying the focus on SR operation, Fig. 7(f), only SR at
08.3 mA cm−2 is shifted towards lower frequencies. Since the air side
s operated constant, a temporary change in gas diffusion coupled with
harge transfer and ionic conduction processes in the fuel electrode is
ikely. The polarization curves in Figs. 6(e) and 6(f) also show a voltage
hange at 208.3 mA cm−2. In contrast, PHF for ATR conditions shows a
lear trend. The smallest high frequency peak is observed for ATR 01
t 208.3 mA cm−2 and ATR 02 at 208.3 mA cm−2 holds the highest high
requency peak. The trend is the same as for PLF. Hence, it is likely
hat gas diffusion coupled with charge transfer and ionic conduction
rocesses in the fuel electrode are the main influence of the change.
his can again be explained by a local fuel starvation leading to re-
xidation of the Ni based fuel electrode caused during operation at high
urrent densities.

.2.3. Efficiency and utilization
In the following, the system efficiency and power output of the

eveloped diesel operated SOFC system is investigated. The focus is
aid on efficiency of SOFC operation and fuel utilization, as the system
esign is aimed at research friendliness rather than heat loss reduction
r heat recuperation.

There are several definitions of efficiencies for SOFCs, such as the
eversible thermodynamic efficiency, the voltage efficiency, the effec-
ive electrical cell efficiency, and the cell efficiency considering fuel
tilization, which is a combination of the reversible thermodynamic
fficiency and the voltage efficiency [75,76]. The effective electrical
fficiency of a SOFC is defined as the electrical power output divided
y the energy input from the fuel. In Eq. (2), the effective electrical
fficiency is defined as the power output of the SOFC (voltage times
urrent output of the SOFC = 𝑈𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶 𝐼𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶 ) divided by the lower fuel
eating value per mass fuel (𝐿𝐻𝑉𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙) times the fuel mass flow (�̇�𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙).
epending on literature, also the higher fuel heating value per mass

uel could be used instead of 𝐿𝐻𝑉𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙, which leads to lower efficiencies:

𝑒𝑙.,𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶 =
useful energy output

energy input =
𝑈𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶 𝐼𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶
𝐿𝐻𝑉𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 �̇�𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙

(2)

he effective electrical efficiency of the SOFC for the SOFC system
ests is shown in Fig. 8(a). There, the initial diesel supply is defined
s the input fuel. The curve of the effective electrical efficiency in
12

ig. 8(a) can also be used to show the electrical power output of the
OFC stack, since the same constant fuel input is used for SR and ATR
onditions. The maximum measured power outputs are 1, 112±43 W at
347 mA cm−2 for SR, and 727 ± 16 W at 243.1 mA cm−2 for ATR condi-
tions. Steam reforming seems to be beneficial for the effective electrical
efficiency compared to auto-thermal reforming, since the additional
external heat demand for the steam reforming process is not included
in Eq. (2). However, peak values of around 42.5±1.6% at 347 mA cm−2

for steam reforming conditions and 27.8 ± 0.6% at 243.1 mA cm−2

for auto-thermal reforming conditions were reached. In Fig. 8(b), the
energy input from the fuel is defined as the chemically bound energy in
the gas composition downstream of the reformer. The gas composition
downstream of the reformer is defined as the chemical equilibrium
composition. Hence, the partial oxidation of fuel in the reformer during
ATR operation is not directly visible in Fig. 8(b) in contrast to Fig. 8(a).
This leads to similar effective electrical efficiencies for ATR (35.1±0.8%)
and SR (35.9±1.4%). The effective electrical efficiency for SR is lower in
8(b) compared to 8(a) because the heating value of the fuel is increased
during the steam reforming process. However, the main influence on
the effective electrical efficiency in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) is the fuel slip
through the stack since SOFCs are not capable of utilizing 100% of the
fuel. The fuel utilization rate gives information about the amount of
fuel, that is converted to electrical energy compared to the amount of
fuel that enters the system or the SOFC, see Eq. (3).

𝑈𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶 = fuel oxidized
fuel available =

�̇�𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙, 𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑

�̇�𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙

=
oxygen conducted through the electrolyte

oxygen flow to stoichiometrically oxidize the fuel =

=
𝐼𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶

𝑧 𝐹 �̇�𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙
∑

𝑗 (𝜈𝑗,𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑖𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 O 𝜈𝑗 )

=
𝐼𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶

𝑧 𝐹 �̇�𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 (27 𝜈C11H10
+ 49 𝜈C16H34

)

(3)

n Eq. (3), 𝑧 is the number of moles electrons transferred per mole
lemental oxygen, which is 2 since SOFCs are conducting O2− ions.
𝐹 is the Faraday constant, �̇�𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 is the total molar fuel flow rate,
𝜈𝑗,𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑖𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 O is the amount of elemental oxygen required for the
stoichiometric oxidation of one mole of species 𝑗, and 𝜈𝑗 is the molar
fraction of species 𝑗 in the fuel. An example for a fuel mixture of C11H10
and C16H34 is shown in Eq. (3). The oxygen utilization rate is defined
analogue to the fuel utilization, see Eq. (4). Here, �̇�𝐴𝑖𝑟, 𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶 is the molar
flow rate of air supplied to the SOFC air electrode and 𝜈O2

is the molar
fraction of O2 in air.

𝑈𝑜𝑥𝑦,𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶 =
oxygen conducted through the electrolyte

oxygen available =

=
𝐼𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶

𝑧 𝐹 �̇�𝐴𝑖𝑟, 𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶 (2 𝜈O2
)

(4)

Both the fuel and oxygen utilization are shown in Fig. 8(c) for only
diesel as fuel input along the current density. Since the diesel flow rate
and the air flow rate for the SOFC air electrode are the same for SR
and ATR operation, the utilization rates per current density are also
the same for both operating conditions. The fuel and oxygen utilization
within the SOFC using the equilibrium gas composition at the reformer
outlet as fuel input are shown in Fig. 8(d). The oxygen utilization is
not changed compared to Fig. 8(c), but the partial oxidation within the
reformer during ATR operation is considered in the fuel utilization rate.
The fuel utilization rate within the reformer at ATR conditions is 33%.
This results in 63% fuel utilization within the SOFC (𝑈𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶,𝑟𝑒𝑓 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡)
at a current density of 243.1 mA cm−2 for ATR conditions, compared
to 60% at SR conditions at a current density of 347 mA cm−2. Fig. 8
shows that the effective electrical efficiency (𝜂𝑒𝑙.,𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶 ) depends on the
definition of input fuel and fuel utilization rates in the SOFC-stack. Due
to the constant fuel input and the dependency of the effective electrical
efficiency on the fuel utilization rate, an increase of the effective
electrical efficiency is observed for increasing current in Figs. 8(a)

and 8(b). To minimize the influence of the fuel utilization rate on
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Fig. 8. (a) Effective electrical efficiency related to diesel as fuel input and power output. (b) Effective electrical efficiency related to chemical equilibrium at 750 ◦C as fuel input.
(c) Oxygen and fuel utilization of the SOFC related to diesel as fuel input. (d) Oxygen and fuel utilization of the SOFC related to chemical equilibrium at 750 ◦C as fuel input.
(e) SOFC cell efficiency considering fuel utilization related to diesel as fuel input. (e) SOFC cell efficiency considering fuel utilization related to chemical equilibrium at 750 ◦C as
uel input. For (-) continuous current change and (∙) current steps.
he effective electrical efficiency, an anode off-gas recirculation can be
sed. Anode off-gas recirculation for diesel operated SOFC systems is
emonstrated in [52,77] and the possible effective electrical efficiency
ain is shown in [78]. If the fuel gas slip through the SOFC is not taken
nto account due to possible recirculation or other usage of the fuel slip
tream, the SOFC efficiency can be defined as cell efficiency considering
uel utilization (𝜂𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙, 𝑈𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶

). The cell efficiency considering fuel
tilization compares the electrical output power of the SOFC with the
eating value from the fuel oxidized in the SOFC, see Eq. (5).

𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙, 𝑈𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶
=

𝑈𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶 𝐼𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶
𝐿𝐻𝑉𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 �̇�𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙, 𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑

=
𝜂𝑒𝑙.,𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶

𝑈𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶
(5)

Here, �̇�𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙, 𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 is equal to the amount of fuel oxidized within
he cell. The cell efficiency considering fuel utilization is shown in
13

igs. 8(e) and 8(f). In Fig. 8(e), diesel is defined as fuel. In this way, the
effective electrical efficiency from Fig. 8(a) divided by the fuel utiliza-
tion in Fig. 8(c) is equal to cell efficiency considering fuel utilization in
Fig. 8(e). The cell efficiency considering fuel utilization shows the same
trend as the polarization curve since the cell efficiency considering fuel
utilization is equal to the measured voltage divided by the potential
derived from the lower heating value. The cell efficiency considering
fuel utilization has its highest values at lowest current densities because
it represents the, in our case, constant losses from the reversible ther-
modynamic efficiency plus the losses of irreversible kinetic effects in
the fuel cell (voltage efficiency) [75]. The cell efficiency considering
fuel utilization is the maximum reachable electrical system efficiency
for the applied SOFC operating conditions and fuel cell. The effective
electrical cell efficiency approaches the cell efficiency considering fuel
utilization for increasing fuel utilization. Hence, it would be beneficial

to operate the fuel cell at low current densities and high fuel utilization.
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The same also applies to the cell efficiency considering fuel utilization
shown in Fig. 8(f). There, the equilibrium gas composition at the
reformer outlet is defined as fuel input. Due to the increase of the
lower heating value of the fuel during the reforming process, the cell
efficiency considering fuel utilization shown in Fig. 8(f) is lower than
the cell efficiency considering fuel utilization shown in Fig. 8(e).

Summarizing this part, we presented four different electrical ef-
ficiencies for each operating condition of the SOFC (SR and ATR)
depending on the definition of the efficiency itself and the fuel input.
Depending on what should be compared or to show possible potentials,
different efficiency definitions should be used. A common efficiency
definition, especially for auxiliary power units, might be the net elec-
trical efficiency which compares the useable electrical energy output
minus the electrical energy input with the absolute fuel input [53,
56,79]. However, since such systems are more or less complex and
a variety of losses can occur, the net electrical efficiency cannot give
any information about the source of losses or potential efficiencies of
SOFC driven power generators with complex fuels which can differ
for even slightly different system designs. In our study we found that,
depending on the current density the potential maximum electrical
efficiency (𝜂𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙, 𝑈𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑆𝑂𝐹𝐶,𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑙

) is above 65% for diesel as fuel with
igher efficiencies at partial load conditions.

. Conclusion and outlook

Within this work, we presented the system design and testing of
n in house developed diesel operated combined heat and power
OFC system. The approach of our system design is research friendly,
ut with an applicable power output. In addition, detailed monitor-
ng of the system should be possible to investigate electrochemical
mpedance spectroscopy and distribution of relaxation time results for
uture application of these measurements in liquid hydrocarbon driven
OFC systems. For this purpose, the diesel reforming unit was tested
ith different diesel flow rates and monitored via measurement of

he temperature distribution along the catalyst. The SOFC stack was
haracterized with EIS, DRT, and polarization curve measurements for
iesel steam reforming and diesel auto-thermal reforming conditions.
n addition, continuous gas analysis was applied to monitor the off-
as of the reformer or the SOFC. To identify the potential of SOFC
pplication with liquid hydrocarbons, different efficiency definitions
or the SOFC were calculated and discussed for the two operating points
diesel steam and diesel auto-thermal reforming) tested.

We found gas compositions downstream the diesel reformer to be
lose to chemical equilibrium conditions with less than 650 ppm(vol)

hydrocarbon slip. The reformer outlet flow rate of H2 and CO was
varied with the factor of 2.3 of the lowest inlet flow rate showing a good
load flexibility. During SOFC operation, a local Ni re-oxidation seemed
to occur during high fuel utilization rates and a low stack voltage.
The performance change and degradation mechanism was identified by
successful application of EIS measurements and their evaluation with
the DRT tool. The efficiency analysis of the SOFC showed that around
42.5% of the lower heating value of the diesel input were converted in
electrical energy at fuel utilization rates of 60%, resulting in 70% cell
efficiency considering fuel utilization.

The results shown within this work contribute directly to the knowl-
edge basis for EIS and DRT results, which is necessary for their inter-
pretation and understanding. The demonstration of EIS measurements
and DRT analysis of a 30 cell SOFC stack in a diesel operated SOFC
system is done for the first time, to the best of the authors knowledge.
Although the EIS measurement might be influenced from several system
components, a high data quality is obtained, allowing detailed interpre-
tation of the measurement results and Laying the foundation for future
application of EIS and DRT measurements as advanced online moni-
toring tools even of complex SOFC systems. In addition, monitoring
and controlling of the entire system including several balance of plant
components was achieved. The existent system should in future be used
14
to study long term behavior of different components and applicability
of other liquid fuels such as bio-diesel and methanol. On this basis,
the design concept could be shifted from research friendliness to more
efficient system operation. In addition, the interaction of the system in
an already built heating and energy supply system, e.g. a greenhouse,
could be tested.

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

APU Auxiliary power unit
DRT Distribution of relaxation time
EIS Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
FID Flame ionization detector
GDC Gadolinium doped ceria
H2O/C Steam to carbon ratio
LSCF Lanthanum strontium cobalt ferrite
MFC Mass flow controller
O2/C Oxygen to carbon ratio
PHF High frequency peak
PLF Low frequency peak
PMHF Medium high frequency peak
PMLF Medium low frequency peak
POx Partial oxidation
P&ID Piping and Instrumentation Diagram
slpm Standard litre per minute
SOFC Solid oxide fuel cell
SOE Solid oxide electrolyzer
WGS Water gas shift
YSZ Yttria stabilized zirconia
Z Impedance
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